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Fatal Females 2012-10-02 in fatal females investigative psychologist and former police profiler micki
pistorius examines the minds and motives of women who kill throughout history the view seems to
have prevailed that it is not in women s nature to commit violent crime but pistorius shows that this is
not in fact the case women givers of life are indeed capable of ruthlessly taking life she examines more
than fifty documented cases of south african female killers categorised according to the nature of the
crime for example infanticide spree killings stalkers poisoners and she presents her new hypothesis to
explain the psychology of that rare individual the female serial killer
The Murder Mystique 2013-02-07 although they account for only ten percent of all murders those
attributed to women seem especially likely to captivate the public this absorbing book examines why
that is true and how some women literally get away with murder combining compelling storytelling
with insightful observations the book invites readers to take a close look at ten high profile killings
committed by american women the work exposes the forces that underlie the public s fascination with
female killers and determine why these women so often become instant celebrities cases are paired by
motive love money revenge self defense and psychopathology through them the authors examine the
appeal of women who commit murders and show how perceptions of their crimes are shaped the book
details both the crimes and the criminals as it explores how pop culture treats stereotypes of female
murderers in film and print true crime aficionados will be fascinated by the minute descriptions of
what happened and why while pop culture enthusiasts will appreciate the lens of societal norms
through which these cases are examined
Female Serial Killers in Social Context 2015-08-26 attempts to understand serial murder tend to
be focused on individual cases rather than the social context in which they occurred this book departs
from that approach taking up the case of nineteenth century serial killer mary ann cotton and setting it
in its full social context drawing from records of cotton s court appearances local histories and
newspaper articles it shows how institutions such as the family economy and religion shaped the
environment she inhabited while not denying the singularity of individuals who commit serial murder
the authors nonetheless make a powerful case for the influence and effects of society on their actions
Female Killers 2003 as the saying goes hell hath no fury like a woman scorned the phrase is never
more true for the women covered in this book all of whom harbour a lust for blood and the willingness
to kill read about the horrific true tale of karla homolka a dangerous manipulator who helped her
husband rape and kill numerous young girls one of them being her younger sister there s also the
peculiar yet disturbing case of nannie doss the seemingly sweet older woman who had a penchant for
snuffing out her husbands as well as her own children then there s the chilling case of stephanie
lazarus a police officer who not only managed to keep her murderous secret hidden for over two
decades but also managed to become a high ranking police officer these plus five more cases of women
who kill are collated in this book shedding light on a fascinating category of true crime while female
killers may be considered rare when they do strike their cunning and callousness make their crimes all
the more shocking psychopathy and violence are categories often reserved for men but as this book
will show you women can be just as evil as their male counterparts
The Murder Mystique 2019-06-24 although they account for only ten percent of all murders those
attributed to women seem especially likely to captivate the public this absorbing book examines why
that is true and how some women literally get away with murder combining compelling storytelling
with insightful observations the book invites readers to take a close look at ten high profile killings
committed by american women the work exposes the forces that underlie the public s fascination with
female killers and determine why these women so often become instant celebrities cases are paired by
motive love money revenge self defense and psychopathology through them the authors examine the
appeal of women who commit murders and show how perceptions of their crimes are shaped the book
details both the crimes and the criminals as it explores how pop culture treats stereotypes of female
murderers in film and print true crime aficionados will be fascinated by the minute descriptions of
what happened and why while pop culture enthusiasts will appreciate the lens of societal norms
through which these cases are examined
When Women Kill 2014-06-19 based on case studies from the us uk and australia this book looks at the
ways in which female killers are constructed in the media in law and in feminist discourse almost
invariably as victims rather than actors in the crimes they commit
Blood on Her Hands 2011-09-30 murder has always fascinated us and when women are the
masterminds the intrigue grows exponentially not only are female murderers much rarer than male
killers but their crimes usually also involve a more sophisticated type of plotting in blood on her hands
award winning journalist tanya farber investigates the lives minds and motivations of some of south
africa s most notorious female murderers from the poisonous nurse daisy de melker to the privileged
but deeply disturbed najwa petersen to the mysterious joey harhoff who died before revealing where
the bodies of her victims including her own niece were farber sets each case against the backdrop of
the different eras and regions of 20th and early 21st century south africa the women operated in her
writing style is lighter than the subject matter might suggest and blood on her hands will keep you
reading until late at night probably with your light on the women featured also include dina rodrigues
phoenix racing cloud theron marlene lehnberg chane van heerden and celiwe mbokazi
Women Who Kill 2016-11-14 why does a young woman lure teenagers into her car then participate in
their horrific rape and torture what makes a nurse lethally inject the healthy babies in her care women
statistically aren t a violent breed but the female of the species can be just as deadly as the male from
the mass poisoner to the sexual sadist from profit killings to crimes committed just for twisted thrills
carol anne davis sets out to explore the dark and disturbing world of the female serial killer in depth
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analysis of individual cases including new information from the minister who heard myra hindley s
confession provides an invaluable insight into the psychology behind these atrocities
Killer Women - Devasting True Stories of Female Murderers 2007-08-07 in the bestselling deadlier
than the male and female of the species wensley clarkson revealed the terrifying truth of the horror
that women can inflict upon their men now he brings you a new volume that is more compelling than
ever before the horrifying truth of the world s most dangerous women is revealed in these pages they
come from every cross section of society and whether young or old rich or poor they are united by one
thing murder this is a collection of darkly readable tales and if they make you feel uncomfortable then
remember that they are made all the more sinister by the fact that each one is completely true
Murderous Women 2000 true crime accounts
Female Serial Killers 1996-02-01 in this fascinating book peter vronsky exposes and investigates the
phenomenon of women who kill and the political economic social and sexual implications buried with
each victim how many of us are even remotely prepared to imagine our mothers daughters sisters or
grandmothers as fiendish killers for centuries we have been conditioned to think of serial murderers
and psychopathic predators as men with women registering low on our paranoia radar perhaps that s
why so many trusting husbands lovers family friends and children have fallen prey to the female
monster from history s earliest recorded cases of homicidal females to irma grese the nazi beast of
belsen from britain s notorious child slayer myra hindley to honeymoon killer martha beck to the
sensational cult of aileen wournos the first female serial killer as celebrity to cult killers homicidal
missionaries and our pop culture fascination with the sexy femme fatale vronsky not only challenges
our ordinary standards of good and evil but also defies our basic accepted perceptions of gender role
and identity includes photographs
The New Predator--women who Kill 2018-09-20 based on her research and interviews with women
serial killers the author provides a profile women who kill and their crime scenes highlights
differences between male and female murders contrasts mass murder and serial killing describes
childhood warning signs that may be predictive of later violent behavior gives a step by step guide for
professionals investigating equivocal death cases and offers suggestions on how to interview female
offenders
When Women Kill 2018-05-17 the volume explores every aspect of females who murdered from
arrest through sentencing and provides descriptions of ecological and other circumstances of the
murders the victims the motives of the perpetrators and their fates in court the generous utilization of
case examples dramatically reveals the homicide scenarios this exploratory descriptive study compares
296 females arrested for homicide in six urban areas atlanta baltimore chicago houston los angeles
and new york city in 1979 and 1983 during field trips to these cities which have the highest murder
rates in the country both qualitative and quantitative data were collected from police files homicide
records f b i reports and criminal court information research analyses reveals a fascinating profile of
today s female murderer when women kill presents a comprehensive yet highly readable overview of
this previously neglected subgroup of homicide offenders
Killer Women 1999 the chilling inside story of women who are driven to kill killer women are the most
disturbing yet compelling of all criminals representing the very darkest side of humanity and
subverting the conventional view of women as the weaker sex from elizabeth bathory the bloody
countess whose vampire like tendencies terrorised sixteenth century hungary to the moors murderer
myra hindley and the florida highway killer aileen wuornos these women transfix us with their extreme
ability to commit savage acts of cruelty and depravity most chilling is the fact that many of their
victims represent the most vulnerable in society babies the ill and infirm and the elderly in some cases
their methods of disposing of the corpses fall nothing short of ingenious meet leonarda cianciulli the
soap maker of correggio who used the fat from her victims bodies to make soap and teacakes to sell to
unsuspecting customers these killers backgrounds methods and their crimes are described in forensic
and gripping detail 50 terrifying cases of killer women are brought to life including elizabeth bathory
the bloody countess amelia dyer the reading baby farmer jane toppan jolly jane juana barraza the old
lady killer leonarda cianciulli the soap maker of correggio bonnie parker bonnie clyde rosemary west
myra hindley aileen wuornos
Talking with Female Serial Killers - A chilling study of the most evil women in the world 2011
christopher berry dee criminologist and bestselling author of books about the serial killers aileen
wuornos and joanne dennehy turns his uncompromising gaze upon women who not only kill but kill
repeatedly because female murderers and especially serial murderers are so rare compared with their
male counterparts this new study will surprise as well as shock particularly in the cases of women like
beverley allitt who kill children and janie lou gibbs who killed her three sons and a grandson as well as
her husband here too are women who kill under the influence of their male partners such as myra
hindley and rosemary west and whose lack of remorse for their actions is nothing short of chilling but
the author also turns his forensic gaze on female killers who were themselves victims like aileen
wuornos whose killing spree for which she was executed can be traced directly to her treatment at the
hands of men christopher berry dee has no equal as the author of hard hitting studies of the killers
who often walk among us undetected for many years and who in so many cases seem to be acting
entirely against their natures
Murder Most Rare 2015-02-01 marie besnard the queen of poisoners nanny hazel doss killer of four
husbands three children two sisters and her mother all to turn a profit these are just two of the dozens
of deadly and determined women who have been overlooked in the popular annals of serial crime until
now more difficult to apprehend and motivated by more complex issues female serial killers may be
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even more lethal and cunning than their male counterparts
Women Who Kill 2018-02-08 true crime australian women who kill investigates more than a dozen
cases of murder in australia and new zealand where women have taken the lives of loved ones and
total strangers for the thrill of it
Question of Sanity 2023-12-03 the women who serve as the subjects for this book all share compelling
stories to be considered a serial killer one must kill at least three people all within proximity to each
other in terms of time the motive is generally the same from one murder to the next as is the means by
which death is brought about most are from north central new york living along the erie canal in small
isolated rural communities a majority of these women were dubbed black widows women who
murdered multiple husbands often for profit some were called baby farmers a title given to women
accused of murdering infants others were known as angels of death those who kill beneath the guise of
providing care to the ill and infirmed there were a few titled avengers women motivated by revenge
and greed and finally those whose sanity is questioned impelled to kill by delusions and paranoia this is
their story
Lady Killers - Deadly Women Throughout History 2004 when you think of serial killers throughout
history the names that come to mind are ones like jack the ripper and ted bundy but what about tillie
klimek moulay hassan kate bender the narrative we re comfortable with is the one where women are
the victims of violent crime not the perpetrators in fact serial killers are thought to be so universally
overwhelmingly male that in 1998 fbi profiler roy hazelwood infamously declared in a homicide
conference there are no female serial killers lady killers based on the popular online series that
appeared on jezebel and the hairpin disputes that claim and offers fourteen gruesome examples as
evidence though largely forgotten by history female serial killers such as erzsebet bathory nannie doss
mary ann cotton and darya nikolayevna saltykova rival their male counterparts in cunning cruelty and
appetite for destruction each chapter explores the crimes and history of a different subject and then
proceeds to unpack her legacy and her portrayal in the media as well as the stereotypes and sexist
cliches that inevitably surround her the first book to examine female serial killers through a feminist
lens with a witty and dryly humorous tone lady killers dismisses easy explanations she was hormonal
she did it for love a man made her do it and tired tropes she was a femme fatale a black widow a witch
delving into the complex reality of female aggression and predation featuring 14 illustrations from
dame darcy lady killers is a bloodcurdling insightful and irresistible journey into the heart of darkness
True Crime Disturbing Cases 2013 are you ready to dive into true crime s darkest depths this spine
chilling anthology tells the stories of seven female serial killers whose crimes will haunt you every
waking moment prepare for an unforgettable voyage into the heart of human darkness where reality is
more terrifying than fiction have you ever wondered what motivates people to commit heinous crimes
how did the human intellect devolve into such darkness can justice truly triumph in the face of such
heinous crimes prepare for a captivating narrative experience that enables you to become an armchair
detective investigating the motives tactics and implications of these extraordinary cases rather than
simply narrating them benefits of true crime disturbing cases vol 1 human psyche insights peel back
the layers of the criminal mind to comprehend the depths of human behavior cautionary tales learn
from history in order to preserve the future while appreciating the role of justice and law enforcement
engaging storytelling immerse yourself in narratives that will keep you on the tip of your seat waiting
for the next discovery one instance will make you reconsider the limits between good and evil blurring
the distinction between victim and culprit why trust this book this book written by true crime
enthusiasts is more than just a collection of terrible tales it is a carefully chosen analysis of the human
condition we treat these stories with sensitivity understanding the sensitive nature of the issue get rid
of your fears balanced approach we convey the facts without embellishment creating a responsible and
respectful story empathy first we personalize the victims allowing you to connect on a deeper level
with the story this book captivates minds and provokes conversations whether you re a true crime fan
or looking for a thought provoking present share the excitement of discovering the unknown with your
friends and family set out on a quest that will test your view of reality true crime disturbing cases vol 1
is more than simply a book it s an experience that will stay with you long after you ve finished reading
it order your copy today to satisfy your curiosity and face your worries
The Female Homicide Offender 2020-11-10 why do some female homicide offenders commit serial
murder the answer to this question has eluded criminal profilers and police officers for decades
although researchers have offered some tentative explanations based on the limited cases documented
no systematic treatment of this phenomenon has occurred in the popular and academic literature at
least not until now in this engaging accessible and detailed book authors stacey l shipley psy d and
bruce a amigo ph d put many of the missing pieces together shedding new and provocative light on
this fascinating though deadly crime relying on insights from psychology and criminology they argue
that unresolved trauma following poor or severed childhood attachments to parents can result in
disorderly conduct in adolescents who act delinquently and psychopathic adults who behave criminally
in order to test this theory shipley and arrigo turn to the high profile case of aileen wuornos a woman
executed in 2002 for the cold blooded and calculated murders of seven men challenging conventional
wisdom that female killers are victims of abuse the authors provide a cogent and penetrating analysis
raising many disturbing questions about the nature of predatory and serial murders committed by
women going well beyond the confines of the aileen wuornos case shipley and arrigo also examine the
ethical dilemmas inherent in a culture of violence where the systems of criminal justice and mental
health seemingly fail to assist persons in profound distress at issue here is the manner in which society
helps to create the female homicide offender including those women who kill repeatedly
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Wild Women Do 2021-06-22 this psychological crime thriller takes us inside the mind of a unique
female serial killer a prostitute who murdered seven adult men a case with which the author was
intimately involved the issues raised by this high profile criminal case remain unresolved to this day
women even prostitutes have the right to self defense in theory but in practice the story is more
complicated this book will challenge everything you ever thought about prostitutes serial killers and
justice in america aileen wuornos is a damaged soul a genuine american outlaw a symbol of women s
rage a symbol of what can happen to severely abused children and of how our justice system fails
women chesler s involvement with a serial killer has haunted her ever since she speaks in aileen
wuornos voice as well as in her own and delivers an incisive original and dramatic portrait of a
cognitively impaired traumatized and alcoholic woman who had endured so much pain in her short life
when she d had enough the results were deadly this is a poignant sometimes humorous never before
told behind the scenes tale wuornos story is handled with great sensitivity but also with realistic
detachment by chesler as she probes the telling moment the telling phrase was wuornos suffering from
post traumatic stress after a life lived on a killing field was she also born evil so many prostitutes have
been torture murdered by serial killers how did wuornos once prey become a predator requiem for a
female serial killer will also haunt you it won t let you put it down take a walk on the wild side the
ghost of aileen wuornos beckons
Requiem for a Female Serial Killer 2016-09-16 with murder sometimes i wonder why it takes the
detective so long to catch the killer or that a child does not have rites or the mother or father has no
rights but they give the child back to them anyway the book contains three parts part one is made up
of 11 cases of women who have murdered their partners part two is titled a mixed bag of murder and
consists of 11 more true crime cases of women committing murder part three presents 7 more cases of
women murdering their children
True Crime Series 2015-12-15 true crime stories of killer women serial killers and psychopathic
women who kill for pleasure claim your free bonuses after the conclusion when male serial killers are
on the loose they tend to make headlines for example ted bundy and jeffrey dahmer men like these are
infamous for the terror that they inflicted in the general population many of these men are diagnosed
as psychopaths the reasons for them going down the paths that they chose are analysed and studied
and read about there was a time however that all such crimes were always automatically linked to a
man a general perception was quite common that there is no such thing as women serial killers and
psychopaths in fact women killers can sometimes be more lethal and the murders that they have
committed can be just as cold and calculated as a man s when women and men turn to murder and
crime they leave a wake of disappearances and blood in their path a path that may be discovered after
years have passed now be it male or female analysts have sat them down and assessed their mental
progress things have changed over the decades their crimes are weighed in the same scales as their
male counterparts and now they can t hide themselves by claiming to be absolutely innocent here is a
preview of what you ll learn women who kill delphine la laurie and her house of horrors women who
kill elizabeth bathory the blood countess women who kill nannie doss nancy hazel the husband killer
women who kill nannie doss the second husband women who kill nannie doss the third victim women
who kill nannie doss four husbands in a row women who kill nannie doss last man standing much much
more download your copy today scroll up and download this book now
Women Who Kill 2019-08-10 from lady elizabeth bathory to bell gunness to aileen wuornos this book
takes an in depth approach to evaluating the life and crimes of some of the world s most vicious
women who are grouped into chapters by psychological type readers can also take a personality
disorder self assessment quiz to learn more about psychopathy the most common psychological
condition for serial killers
Female Serial Killers 2017-11-30 an anthology of true crime where women behave badly in and out
of the bedroom some female killers simply don t want to get their hands dirty and to the deed
themselves instead they ask someone else to murder for them it might seem impossible but these
things truly do happen more often than we think these women would either hire a person who is not
personally involved or a lover who can be easily manipulated to help the motivation can be self
preservation especially if a woman is in an abusive marriage and wants to run away but some women
do kill for financial gain this is exactly what happened to andie gasper who was caught in a deadly love
triangle his wife cheryl had a long term affair with randall knight who was madly in love with her she
manipulated him with her lies in order for him to kill her husband so they could collect his life
insurance money the case shook the small town of yorkshire to the core because the residents were
not used to this level of violence andie was shot and murdered in a very public place and even though
the investigators did identify the killer almost right away randall managed to slip through the fingers
of justice the gasper family was losing hope once the case turned cold but the investigators were
resilient and determined to find new leads that would prove that cheryl gasper was behind everything
they worked day and night for years to see what went wrong in the first trial and make randall speak
to them openly about the incident and sixteen years later they finally uncovered the truth
The Love Triangle Murderer 2017 four turn of the century fiends whose crimes even by today s
standards are still shocking because they were committed by women yorkshire magazine their names
may not be as familiar as such notorious female serial killers as aileen wuornos myra hindley martha
beck or belle gunness but more than a century ago they made headlines and enthralled a bloodthirsty
public now venturing into the darkest side of human behavior journalist stephen jakobi unearths the
life and crimes of four of history s most twisted women agnes norman a london servant girl whose
victims of choice were children including three infants most startling is that agnes was a child herself
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only fifteen years old louie calvert a prostitute condemned for only one murder but her unique death
cell autobiography revealed much more to her story kate webster committed one of the sickest
slayings of the victorian era was she also responsible for the thames torso murders which rivaled jack
the ripper finally the mysterious mrs willis an english baby farmer whose services included foster care
wet nursing and infanticide using original research based on family owned primary sources and
government files only recently made available in the mind of a female serial killer delves into to the
grisly psyche of these infamous murderesses
In the Mind of a Female Serial Killer 2021-02-25 walk into the darkest side of human behaviour in
the mind of a female serial killer is a forensic investigation into the lives and crimes of four violent
female serial killers who were active in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries using original
research based on family owned primary sources and government files only recently made available to
the public stephen jakobi delves in to the grisly psyche of these infamous murderesses meet agnes
norman the most successful known mass killer of her generation yet who was only convicted of one
attempted murder with louie calvert stephen launches an investigation into the truth of her unique
death cell autobiography leading to her only known photograph and a third murder victim kate
webster committed one of the most notorious murders by a woman in the nineteenth century was she
also responsible for the early thames torso murders a victorian crime sensation which rivalled jack the
ripper finally meet the mysterious mrs willis the baby farmer whose last confession of her true identity
proved false page 4 of cover
In the Mind of a Female Serial Killer 2019-04-25 discover the most notorious female serial killers of all
time these women serial killers committed some of the evilest and shocking murders there are this
book tells their story if you were to think of a killer what s the first thing that would come to mind is it
a hulking figure with bulging biceps and a deep gravelly voice well what about a kind sweet old lady or
what about an attractive young girl who looks like she could be a supermodel such images may not
match the popular conception of serial killers but there are indeed killers who fit this profile women
are less likely to commit murder yes but in the small club of female serial killers that exists there are
some rather outrageous characters just take the case of the female professional wrestler from mexico
juana barraza she wrestled other women in the ring by day and wrung their necks by night there s also
the stunning story of sharon kinne who killed her husband one of her lovers and one of her lover s
wives one after the other not only that she escaped from prison and hasn t been seen since here in this
book we take a look at women gone mad highlighting some of the most notorious female serial killers
the world has ever known scroll back up and click the buy now button at the top right side of this page
to order your copy now
Women Serial Killers 2005-08 history shows us that men are most likely to commit heinous crimes but
women are no strangers to violence either yes they do not kill frequently and female killers do not
engage in killing sprees so often instead their crimes are driven by passion and sometimes even
obsession with another person they are not prone to selecting a random victim but would turn on their
partners friends or family women are usually not killing for the thrill but they do so for their own
personal gain even if it seems illogical to a bystander so as you may already know whenever a body
turns up somewhere the police would immediately question the closest family members crystal mae
wagner s case is intriguing because she managed to include a third man into the whole narrative and
make him do the dirty job for her the overly brutal killing and the disposal of the body shocked the
bibb county in georgia luckily crystal mae wagner s body count didn t escalate and she was caught in
time but the trial and the analysis of her psychological profile intrigued everyone who was involved in
this case what makes a loving mother turn on her husband and was there something that pushed her
over the edge to seek help from her lover in order to do this gruesome murder let s dive in deeper into
this case and discover more details about crystal mae wagner and her life
Killer Crystal 2019-05-30 in stay sexy don t get murdered karen kilgariff and georgia hardstark hosts
of true crime comedy podcast my favorite murder open up about their lives more intimately than ever
in their confessionally honest and hilarious debut book titled after their podcast sign off sharing never
before heard stories ranging from their struggles with depression eating disorders and addiction karen
and georgia irreverently recount their biggest mistakes and deepest fears reflecting on the formative
life events that shaped them into two of the most followed voices in the podcasting world
The Encyclopedia of Women Killers 2005 this book examines gender bias in perceptions of criminal
women using the extreme example of serial murder often an examination of the extreme can show
cultural biases with greater clarity this book shows that men and women as with more common
homicide trends carry out serial murdering in different patterns furthermore this book will challenge
some of the more influential explanations of serial murder put forth by noted people in the field
arguing that many of these theories have failed to encapsulate the actions of women who commit these
serial crimes lastly this book will explore another possible definition of serial murder as well as some
alternative theoretical approaches to the problem
Stay Sexy and Don't Get Murdered 2020-11-01 for four centuries new england has been a cradle of
crime and murder from the salem witch trials to the modern day mafia nineteenth century new
england was the hunting ground of five female serial killers jane toppan lydia sherman nellie webb
harriet e nason and sarah jane robinson female killers are often portrayed as caricatures black widows
angels of death or femme fatales but the real stories of these women are much more complex in pretty
evil new england true crime author sue coletta tells the story of these five women from broken
childhoods to first brushes with death and she examines the overwhelming urges that propelled these
women to take the lives of a combined total of more than one hundred innocent victims the murders
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investigations trials and ultimate verdicts will stun and surprise readers as they live vicariously
through the killers and the would be victims that lived to tell their stories
The Female Serial Murderer 2001 drawing on extensive interviews with the accused herself here is
the sordid twisted and surprising story of brookey lee west a successful technical writer from silicon
valley who became las vegas most notorious female serial killer in february 2001 police uncovered the
decomposed remains of christine smith bagged like garbage in a las vegas storage unit she d been
dead for years next to the makeshift tomb were books on witchcraft and satanism it didn t take long for
authorities to discover that the owner of the foul canyon gate unit 317 was christine s own daughter
brookey lee west further investigation revealed something even more shocking a one woman crime
spree that spanned two decades stretched from nevada to california and may have counted among its
victims brookey s own husband and brother
Pretty Evil New England 2005-12-06 18 shocking true crime cases of women who kill including kelly
cochran convicted of two savage murders cochran may well be a serial killer but did she feed one of
her victims to unsuspecting neighbors larissa schuster larissa wanted her husband to disappear and
with her knowledge of biochemistry she knew exactly how to make it happen inessa tarverdiyeva
nursery school teacher by day home invading serial killer by night tarverdiyeva turned murder into an
activity for the whole family to participate in karla faye tucker a controversial case from texas nobody
doubted that karla faye had committed the brutal double homicide but did she deserve the death
penalty martha rendell the archetypal wicked stepmother rendell murdered her stepchildren in the
most horrific way possible martha marek known as the devil in petticoats marek went to extraordinary
lengths to maintain her standard of living lengths that included murder audrey marie hilley a suburban
housewife with a deadly quirk she enjoyed feeding poison to her nearest and dearest katherine knight
a shocking case of love murder and cannibalism from australia
Wicked Women 2021-07-02 a powerful collection of stories about women who murdered for revenge
for love and even for pleasure rife with historical details that will have any true crime junkie on the
edge of their seat in every tragic story men are expected to be the killers there are countless studies
and works of art made about male violence however when women are featured in stories about murder
they are rarely portrayed as predators they re the prey this common dynamic is one of the reasons that
women are so enthralled by female murderers they do the things that women aren t supposed to do
and live the lives that women aren t supposed to want lives that are impulsive and angry and messy
and inconvenient maybe we feel bad about loving them but we eat it up just the same residing squarely
in the middle of a venn diagram of feminism and true crime she kills me tells the story of 40 women
who murdered out of necessity fear revenge and even for pleasure
Witch 2021-10-26 whether a side street skirmish or an all out war fight scenes bring action to the
pages of every kind of fiction but a poorly done or unbelievable fight scene can ruin a great book in an
instant in fight write you ll learn practical tips terminology and the science behind crafting realistic
fight scenes for your fiction broken up into rounds trained fighter and writer carla hoch guides you
through the many factors you ll need to consider when developing battles and brawls in round 1 you
will consider how the who when where and why questions affect what type of fight scene you want to
craft round 2 delves into the human factors of biology think fight or flight and adrenaline and
psychology aggression and response to injuring or killing another person round 3 explores different
fighting styles that are appropriate for different situations how would a character fight from a prone
position versus being attacked in the street what is the vocabulary used to describe these styles round
4 considers weaponry and will guide you to select the best weapon for your characters including
nontraditional weapons of opportunity while also thinking about the nitty gritty details of using them in
round 5 you ll learn how to accurately describe realistic injuries sustained from the fights and certain
weapons and what kind of injuries will kill a character or render them unable to fight further by taking
into account where your character is in the world when in history the fight is happening what the
character s motivation for fighting is and much more you ll be able write fight scenes unique to your
plot and characters all while satisfying your reader s discerning eye
Book Series Of Women's Killers 2019-06-11
She Kills Me
Fight Write
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